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Corporate Wellness Category
Corporate wellness software applications give enterprises the
features to implement, administer, and manage wellness programs.
These tools provide organizations with programs to encourage their
staff to select and maintain healthy lifestyle habits. They benefit all
departments, company sizes, and industries as these tools help to
create a health-oriented work culture as well as a social support
platform for staff members.
Corporate wellness software presents functionalities such as
confidential health assessments, health education, staff participation
and progress tracking, mobile apps for ease of use, rewards and
incentives, and more. These applications can be integrated with core
HR tools to facilitate effortless management by administrators and
with benefits administrations systems to offer convenient access to
staff members. Corporate wellness software assists companies to
promote organization-wide health and wellness.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case
studies, success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Corporate Wellness software based
on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT VIRGIN PULSE

Our Virgin Pulse program is finally the company-wide wellness program we always wanted,
and we are thrilled with the results. We have been able to help our employees stay healthy while
putting more money in their pockets and lowering our overall healthcare costs.
DOROTHY CAIN
SYSTEM COORDINATOR, EMPLOYEE WELLNESS PROGRAMS, OCHSNER HEALTH SYSTEM

Virgin Pulse is the world’s largest
and most comprehensive digital
health and wellbeing engagement
company. Founded as part of Sir
Richard Branson’s Virgin Group,
Virgin Pulse’s total health
engagement solutions empowers

Virgin Pulse helps us create a healthy culture. Employees are constantly
talking about taking steps and participating in challenges. It’s created a
constant conversation around wellbeing.
NATALIE MARTIN
FITNESS NUTRITION WELLNESS COORDINATOR, MONARCH BEVERAGE

users to build and sustain healthy
lifestyles every day while driving
real outcomes and results for
employees, employers and health
plans. The company’s flagship
Engage platform fuses high touch
services with robust digital
capabilities to deliver the industry’s

Virgin Pulse delivers robust reporting, and it’s so easy to administer. Virgin
Pulse administers employees’ rewards, and I feel confident that they’re
well-earned rewards. It’s really the best in terms of bang for the buck.
MARY PITMAN
MANAGER OF HEALTH PROMOTION, NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION

only truly integrated platform with
benefits navigation, digital and live
coaching and claims ingestion to
support clients and members
across the entire health, wellbeing
and benefits lifecycle—from
screening and assessment to
activation, behavior change and

The Virgin Pulse program is at the core of the LiveWell strategy,
incorporating incentives, screening tools, fitness trackers, and
challenges into one comprehensive program.
LEIGH ANN SLONKA HENDERSON
WELLNESS PROGRAM MANAGER, MONTGOMERY COUNTY

the adoption of sustainable,
healthy habits to closing gaps in
care. Today, members in more
than 190 countries, spanning over
4,000 organizations, use …
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ABOUT COREHEALTH TECHNOLOGIES

CoreHealth Technologies Inc. is a

Clients love the platform’s flexibility and endless options for customization and appreciate our
one-stop-shop, à la carte approach. The flexibility of the platform lends itself to creative approaches to
realize the vision our clients have. With the CoreHealth platform we are able to meet our clients where they
are and get them to where they want to be with their wellness program.
MK YEARGIN
FOUNDER, GO ONLINE WELLNESS

total well-being technology
company trusted by global
providers to power their health
and wellness programs. Our
wellness portals help maximize
health, engagement and
productivity for 3+ million

Our clients are looking for complete strategies. Our CoreHealth platform allows us to deliver this our way!
We can integrate our assessment with coaching, and engage with exciting interventions at any time, and
provide meaningful reporting for the participants and company. With all of our needs, CoreHealth’s quick
and friendly customer service and support is the best I’ve ever experienced.
ANGELA LEE NIEVES
HEALTH PROMOTION MANAGER, HEALTH DESIGNS

employees worldwide. We believe
people are the driving force of
organizations and supporting them
to make behavior changes to
improve employee health is in
everyone’s best interest. With the
most flexibility, customizations and
integrations of any software in its

CoreHealth exceeded all expectations for precision and rapid delivery. Implementation started the day of
the purchase and the technology was live the following day. We now have a configurable toolset and are
able to deliver our unique content, motivational challenges, education, and personalized programs without
the costs of custom development. We can contract a client and have their tailored portal live within hours. I
also have the support of the enthusiastic CoreHealth team whenever I need them. I am very pleased.
AMY COHEN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, INSPIRED PERSPECTIVES, LLC

class, CoreHealth’s all-in-one,
white-labeled wellness platform
helps grow great wellness
companies. Simple to
sophisticated, based on you.

After investing significantly in the research and design of our Life Skills for Success, self-directed
employee program, I was amazed at how quickly CoreHealth was able to translate our design
into a live website. We want our Life Skills program ready for the world and CoreHealth's
platform is the fastest and most effective way to translate and distribute our programs globally.
DEE EDINGTON
FOUNDER, EDINGTON ASSOCIATES
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ABOUT FITBIT HEALTH SOLUTIONS

Fitbit Health Solutions, part of
Fitbit, Inc., delivers health and

Fitbit Corporate Challenges helped enhance our employee experience by offering the latest
wearable technology and allowing us to bring multiple office locations together. For the first
time, we were able to engage friends and family in our program—and also make a difference
in the health of our communities where we live and work.
KURT WATSON
PRESIDENT & CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, IMA FINANCIAL GROUP

wellness solutions designed to
increase engagement, improve
health outcomes and drive positive
returns for employers, health
plans and health systems. Built on
their market-leading and
ever-evolving consumer
technology, their solutions help

Fitbit’s consumer-friendly technology provides our customers with
meaningful ways to capture 24/7, real-time data so they can design
innovative study protocols in ways not possible before.
AARON COLEMAN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, FITABASE

companies, plans and providers
engage more meaningfully with
individuals throughout their daily
lives.

I’ve had a Fitbit since our walking pilot program started a few years ago. I especially like the
challenge feature in the Fitbit app—it’s a fun way to keep us all moving and working to have
more steps. Now I’m even challenging my building mates to get on the treadmills and keep up
their steps, too!
JENNY MISEK
SENIOR RESEARCH SCIENTIST, KIMBERLY-CLARK

We developed our first walking challenge in 2008 and began incorporating Fitbit devices in 2013. The
challenge had become so popular that we needed a way to effectively and efficiently track the activity of all
our participants since we had outgrown the ‘honor system’ of self-reporting. Since we added Fitbit, we have
seen a 58% increase in participation compared to our previous walking challenge. Our employees love the
program and their Fitbit devices.
KATHY HANEY
VICE PRESIDENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, GRIFFIN COMMUNICATIONS
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ABOUT GYMPASS

Gympass is a discovery platform

Our employees talk to each other and go workout together, so I think it
also leads to informal team building.
BENJAMIN GLEASON
FOUNDER, GUIABOLSO

that empowers companies to
engage their workforce in physical
activity by providing access to the
largest global network of workout
facilities. With a single monthly
membership, companies can help
employees find an activity they'll
love among more than 800

The health of our employees is the health of our company, that’s why
we have the commitment to be one of the healthiest companies in the
world.
ROBERTO DI BERNARDINI
GLOBAL HR DIRECTOR, SANTANDER

activities across the U.S., Europe,
and Latin America. Their goal is to
multiply the number of people
exercising at every company to
create a healthier and more
engaged workforce.

Gympass provides an incentive for employees’ quality of life, retention
of talent, absenteeism reduction and healthcare insurance costs
reduction.
D. CASTROGIOVANNI
SODEXO

Gympass brings an expanded perspective of physical activity. It
stimulates diversity among the employees, it is democratic and has no
bureaucracy.
A. BARRADAS
METLIFE
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ABOUT LIMEADE

Limeade is a software company
that elevates the employee
experience and helps build great

The Hive app allows employees to get the information they need that matters most to their
work proving to be an effective channel for reaching and engaging clinicians. Limeade has
proven year over year that they are a partner. We honestly feel they are invested in our success
and work with us on our use cases making sure we are going in the right direction.
ALYSSA HAGAN
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS & ENGAGEMENT, ENCOMPASS
HEALTH

places to work. Limeade ONE
brings together employee
well-being, engagement, inclusion
and communications solutions in a
mobile-first experience.
Recognized for its own
award-winning culture, Limeade
helps every employee know their

Limeade has enabled us to reach a population that's located across the
state and bring a centralized, cohesive feel to the mus wellness
program.
CRISTIN STOKES
NUTRITION SPECIALIST AND MUS WELLNESS PROGRAM MANAGER, MONTANA UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM

company cares. To learn more,
visit www.limeade.com.

Our biggest success with Limeade is to see that our leadership is also
actively participating in the app, posting content, commenting and
engaging in controversial discussions.
JOEL DRÖGE
DR. OETKER

Limeade helped drive participation in resources we already had while
finally making wellness fun and effective for our employees.
KARLYN BYHAM
BENEFIT ADMINISTRATOR, BLOODWORKS NORTHWEST
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ABOUT TERRYBERRY

Terryberry is a great company to work with. They do everything they can to help you
personalize the experience for the customers. The customer support and services are top notch.
They are quick to respond and ensure that the very rare issues that come up are resolved
quickly!
ARIELLE KAUFMAN
BENEFITS MANAGER, PROMEGA

Terryberry is a global provider of
employee rewards and recognition
programs, serving thousands of
employers of all sizes. Through
effective recognition, Terryberry
helps organizations to boost
morale, increase employee
engagement and retention and

More and more staff are logging on and using it every day. They love being able to share
recognition in real-time and like learning about the achievements of staff they wouldn’t
otherwise learn about. We’re very excited about the future of this program and how it can help
us achieve our goals.
VANESSA PATTERSON
HUMAN RESOURCES COORDINATOR, QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY

create a culture of recognition.
Contact them to find out how
Terryberry can help you develop,
implement, and manage a
customized recognition program
for your staff.

Having the team from Terryberry behind the scenes has really helped
our program succeed.
RACHEL EVRETT
HR SPECIALIST, CHELSEA GROTON BANK

We were pleased with the responsiveness to our initial requests, as well
as the quality of the products and the service.
LAURA
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
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ABOUT VITALITY

Vitality got our employees online and aware of their cholesterol levels,
blood pressure, BMI, nutrition, etc. They wanted to know their numbers
and find real ways to improve them.
ROSANNA OUELLETTE-PESICKA
VICE PRESIDENT OF EMPLOYEE SYSTEMS AND SERVICES, ANTEA GROUP

Guided by a core purpose of
making people healthier, Vitality is
the largest behavior change
platform in the world. Through
data-driven personalization, smart
incentives, unique partnerships
and strategic support, we inspire
healthy changes in individuals and

Vitality has improved our overall culture of health, brought this synergy together and helped
integrate all of our locations. It has become a brand. That's what excited us. We have a Gates
Wellness Program, but Vitality truly does feel like our brand. It's tying our health culture in
place.
CASEY SCOTT
BENEFITS MANAGER, GATES CORPORATION

organizations. Vitality brings a
global perspective through
successful partnerships with the
smartest insurers and most
forward-thinking employers
around the world. We have more
than 20 million members in 24

The Vitality HealthyFood benefit is something we couldn’t have designed better. It’s
perfect for two of our goals: making healthy living affordable and making it easy. I
am pleased that Vitality is delivering on this type of innovation in our partnership.
LEXIE DENDRINELIS
WELL-BEING LEADER, BARRY-WEHMILLER

markets engage in the Vitality
program.

The blend of education, gamification, interactive components,
challenges and reward system provide just the right amount of options
to fit our employee population and program goals.
KELLY BERTE
WELLNESS PROGRAM MANAGER, RESTAURANT TECHNOLOGIES
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ABOUT BRAVO WELLNESS

Bravo Wellness is a data-driven

The day my employer decided that they were going to offer a healthcare program focused on healthy living, it occurred to
me that if I was responsible for implementing such a program, I needed to be an example of success to my peers. At the
same time, my dog was due for her checkup. The vet told me that being a 96-pound chocolate lab was stressing her joints.
Starting with just a few minutes of walking around our neighborhood and becoming more conscience of my food choices,
the journey to healthy living began for both of us. Over the course of six months, I lost 60+ pounds and my dog lost 18!
MARY
FORMER HR MANAGER, VALEO

corporate wellness provider that
empowers employers and health
plans to achieve their most
challenging wellness goals: proven
reduction in health risks,
measurable decreases in the
benefits cost trends and
strengthened overall team

When our disease management programs failed, we looked at multiple other vendor solutions. They all led
down the same path of some type of good faith approach to participation in order to achieve results. None
of their respective approaches resonated with us due to our unique demographics and inability to find
ways to drive participation. Until we talked with Bravo and saw their approach, we thought it would be
difficult to measure ROI and prove success.
LEE KIDD
VICE PRESIDENT OF BENEFITS, TYSON FOODS, INC.

performance and culture.

Our objectives were to improve the health of our U.S. employees and
their families, lower healthcare costs to 2% below industry standards
and reduce absenteeism.
DAVID AHLERS
VICE PRESIDENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES & CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS, GRACO

Bravo understands our business and they helped make our wellness
program a strategic investment in our employees.
NEIL HEMPHILL
EVP, HR & ADMINISTRATION, ARDENT HEALTH SERVICES
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ABOUT EXOS

EXOS is a leader in the field of
human performance, a category it

I’m running 15 minutes on a treadmill and running sprints on a field —
things I never thought I’d be doing a year out from my injuries. Coming
to EXOS has changed my life for the better.
OPERATOR
UNITED STATES SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND

created more than 15 years ago.
Today, EXOS employs more than
3,500 people in over 400 locations
worldwide. With award-winning

With EXOS, we have seen increased performance and fewer games
missed due to injury.

facilities, technology, and services,
EXOS helps people take control of

BRENT ERWIN
DIRECTOR, SERENO SOCCER CLUB

their health and performance so
they can achieve what matters
most to them. EXOS is trusted by
hundreds of clients, including
one-quarter of Fortune 100
companies, world champions in
sports, and leaders in health care,

Coaches: If you want to improve your game, don’t miss a week at EXOS.
The staff is the best group of professionals I’ve ever been around.
OWNER
PERFORMANCE INSTITUTE

military, and community
organizations.

I came to EXOS with an injury I was told could not be fixed without surgery.
Over eight weeks the EXOS team changed my life. Not only do I not need
surgery, I’m no longer in pain. Injuries took a toll on me physically and
emotionally but now I’m massively improved and ready to get back to duty.
ELITE TACTICAL FORCE
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ABOUT HEALTH ENHANCEMENT SYSTEMS

HES creates employee well-being

I am very impressed with the process — with the technology, reporting,
your responsiveness, etc. Thank you so much for providing this great
product and we look forward to an ongoing partnership with you.
DONNA D. ANDERSON
PROGRAM COORDINATOR, NORTHEAST GEORGIA HEALTH SYSTEMS

programs delivered through
industry-leading mobile and
desktop applications for
organizations throughout the
world. Our theme-based wellness
campaigns have been adopted by
thousands of employers directly as

Mobile accessibility has made a huge difference for our population. The HES apps have been
well received - we’ve seen a spike in engagement and accountability as a result. Before, we’d
have challenges within districts, but the social capabilities of HES well-being programs allow
individuals to communicate with others across the country.
JANE DANIELS
HR BENEFITS MANAGER, O'REILLY AUTO PARTS

well as through strategic
partnerships with health plans,
health management firms, and
benefits brokers. HES campaigns
are challenging, social, and
grounded in health behavior
change science, covering 30+

Your programs are very easy to navigate and manage, and the
user-friendly portals make them easy to promote!
CHRISTINE RITMO
REHABILITATION SUPPORT SERVICES

behaviors in areas like emotional,
financial, career, community, and
physical well-being. For more
information about HES wellness
campaigns, client experiences,
white papers, and free SlideShare
presentations, visit HESonline.com.

We are so excited to achieve record global participation with HES.
Challenges help our employees take charge of their own health and
wellbeing in a fun way!
JENNIFER SWANSON
HEALTH & WELLBEING SPECIALIST, DELTA AIR LINES
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ABOUT LIFEWORKS

LifeWorks is an all in one holistic

Our primary goal was to provide a better experience for our employees.
LifeWorks’ three-tiered social, reward and recognition platform stood out as
being a very holistic offering that would enable us to achieve our objective.
JENNIFER WISE
PRESIDENT, WISE CONSULTING ASSOCIATES

well being solution that delivers
everyday well being for employees.
It services 49,000 businesses,
provides a network of 20,000+
clinical experts and 16,000 retail
merchant partnerships. LifeWorks
is on a mission to help companies

The LifeWorks platform is a great way to obtain information on a number of
different topics that impact everyday life. It is a proactive way for employees to
access tips and ideas to improve their lives and those around them.
MJ BLEBLANC
DIRECTOR HR BENEFITS, ARBEC FOREST PRODUCTS INC

play a meaningful and significant
role in their employee’s well being
by driving down healthcare costs,
preventing absenteeism and
boosting community and company
culture through pro-active and
preventative programs that
employees love using every day.

I think we’ve also been able to keep an element of fun through LifeWorks as well. But the
Employee Assistance Program, the Perks, and the Recognition – I don’t think they’re tools that
we would’ve been able to have quite so much impact on so quickly had we not partnered with
LifeWorks.
HELEN VERWOERT
GLOBAL HR DIRECTOR, DR. MARTENS

The LifeWorks platform has made a huge difference in terms of colleague recognition.
Colleagues have embraced the new technology with ease and are regularly utilising it to
recognise others who are living our values. This is has been very timely for us to also build our
new values into our culture.
ANDY DOYLE
HEAD OF HR, WORLDPAY
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ABOUT VIRTUAGYM

Virtuagym launched in 2008 as a
consumer app for web and mobile,

The great thing about the Virtuagym software is that it can be tailored
to your business. It’s adaptable to any facility and any service, which is
why it suits our business needs.
CHRIS AMES
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, SENTINEL LEISURE TRUST

providing users with an easy and
fun way to workout and track their
nutrition. With over 7 million users
worldwide and a 4.5-star rating,
Virtuagym is one of the leading
innovators in the digital health and
fitness domain. Virtuagym
Professional followed in 2012 after

We could upload our own personalized video for our clients. This made
the explanation of things easier, and helped us save a great deal of
time.
GERMÁN SILVA
OWNER, GERMÁN SILVA COACHING

requests from the fitness
community. It has grown into an
all-in-one solution for client
coaching, membership
management and billing,
scheduling and more. No more
hassle with different systems with

Virtuagym works out great for our trainers. They can see their schedule
in real-time wherever they are.
DOROTHEA KNOR
FOUNDER, FIVELEMENTS

weak integration. Virtuagym has
everything you need to run your
business efficiently, from creating
quick-and-easy workout plan
templates, to a fully automated
booking system with integrated
credit system, to integrated mobile
apps and a social hub that allows

The fact that you can recover the costs by offering app functionalities
as an upsell to our members is a great benefit. We chose Virtuagym
because we were impressed by their continuous innovation.
HAN DOORENBOSCH
FOUNDER, TRAINMORE

you to keep in constant contact
with your clients.
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ABOUT WELLRIGHT

WellRight is reliable and super supportive. We love choosing from the
hundreds of challenges because they cover all dimensions of well-being,
like emotional, occupational, social, financial, physical, and purpose.
NICOLE HAMILTON
HUMAN RESOURCES GENERALIST, CITY OF SHERIDAN

WellRight powers over 200
corporate wellness programs with
its flexible and fun-to-use software.
Offering all the essentials (health
risk assessment, fitness device
integration, pre-built challenge
library, health coaching, claims
data analysis, biometrics, and a
rewards engine), WellRight’s

Our employees appreciate that they can earn points for things like
reading a book or getting an eye exam or donating blood. These make
it more tangible and therefore help drive engagement.
DANA PETERSON
SENIOR BENEFITS ADMINISTRATOR, GARFIELD COUNTY

customizable design lets
employers tailor these features so
they can deliver wellness programs
that are relevant to employees.
This approach to corporate
wellness helps organizations build
a better culture and a better

The simple, easy-to-understand layout of the WellRight platform was a huge selling point that
helped draw employees to our wellness program. Employees could easily sign up for the
program, track their results and redeem rewards. They also loved the text alerts to help them
stay on track.
AMANDA AUGUSTINE
DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE WELLNESS, INDIANA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

business while employees create
healthy habits. In March 2017,
WellRight was proud to have been
added to Workforce magazine’s list
of top 10 Corporate Wellness
Providers.

WellRight is great! I love the personal challenges that I can create to stay accountable and how easy it is to
use the software. It’s wonderful how my Fitbit syncs right up with my homepage and data so, for some
challenges, I don’t even have to enter the data manually! I especially love the text tracking feature, which
allows me to keep track of my progress and remain motivated to reach my goals!
KRISTY BUCKLEY
OFFICE ASSISTANT, CITY OF SHERIDAN
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ABOUT WELLSTEPS

WellSteps is a worksite wellness

Just enrolling in the wellness program isn’t enough. It’s about staying engaged. We’re proud to
have WellSteps as one of our partners in our wellness engagement strategy at Appalachian
Regional Healthcare System. Using WellSteps’ Rewards tracking platform allows our program
participants to remain committed to their health all year long.
LESLIE ROBERTS
APPALACHIAN REGIONAL HEALTHCARE

solution that incorporates
innovative, research-based
wellness programs into your
workplace. WellSteps works with
all employers large and small.
WellSteps helps employees adopt
and maintain healthy behaviors.

Serving as one of our office WellSteps Coordinators within our firm has empowered
me to be healthier. WellSteps helps us plan and execute wellness initiatives that
everyone uses and enjoys. WellSteps makes it easier for us to change.
JOYCE QUIRK
WOODARD & CURRAN

This lowers health risks and
reduces health care costs. They are
the only wellness vendor with
published science to prove their
worksite wellness solutions work.
WellSteps was given the Koop
Award as the best wellness
program in the U.S.

WellSteps has helped us create a well-rounded and meaningful employee wellness program.
They provide us with materials, videos, and campaigns that are focused on helping individuals
make lifestyle changes. We have seen positive results in the first year on our lipid profiles and
overall health of our employees.
KELI ROYAL
SHENANDOAH MEDICAL CENTER

Since implementing WellSteps as part of our company’s Wellness Rewards Program, we have
noticed a significant increase in participation in our wellness activities and an improvement in
overall behavior change of our staff. The recent release of the app has also been crucial in
further driving participation! Very convenient.
COURTNEY CARLSON
IQ SOLUTIONS
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ABOUT FITSPOT

Fitspot is a tech-enabled service

There is a lot more employee engagement across the board within our
US offices, and it’s the first time we’ve seen where we have less
absenteeism and people are actually excited to come in on Fridays.
MELANIE R.
ELLISON TECHNOLOGIES

that delivers hospitality-driven
on-site and digital amenities to
property groups and their
corporate tenants nationwide.
Fitspot is a fully managed solution
for companies and properties.
Their on-site and digital workplace

Fitspot was our first step to bring a sense of community to the property. Once people come to
the property they can live, work and play. Now people can come and exercise on-site. Tenants
wanted yoga, pilates and some of the classes that we selected thanks to Fitspot’s help.
LISA S.
EQ OFFICE

wellness programs and amenities
engage your employees and
tenants through community
experiences.

Fitspot has provided employees at Tinder with a fun and convenient way to
workout. By offering group training that’s geared towards our team’s schedule
and fitness level, Fitspot meets all of our employee’s needs and expectations.
LACEY H.
TINDER

We pride ourselves on bringing different experiences and amenities to our tenants, and we were
excited that Fitspot helped facilitate and create a robust program for the tenant base at the
Boro District. I love working with Fitspot and making wellness in the workplace a priority.
TANYA G.
TENANT EXPERIENCE MANAGER, THE BORO TYSONS
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ABOUT GROKKER

Grokker is the award-winning
video wellbeing solution that

It's amazing to see that people globally are using this benefit. It's not
just something we can only offer to our HQ like so many other on-site
programs.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
THE LINUX FOUNDATION

meets employees where they are
with personalized programs
customized for their interests,
abilities, and goals. Integrating all
five dimensions of wellbeing fitness mental health, sleep,
nutrition and financial wellness -

Grokker truly offers something for everyone. Our employees have a
wide range of interests and goals, and it’s always easy for them to find
the video or challenge to fit their needs.
DISCOVERY

Grokker helps employees feel and
perform their best. Available
anytime, anywhere, on any device,
Grokker makes it easy and fun for
employees around the world to
increase their health and
happiness with consumer-grade
HD video content delivered by

The fact that Grokker is available on any device, at any time and
designed specifically for busy professionals means that our global
employees can take advantage of this new benefit.
SURVEYMONKEY

credentialed experts and
supported by an active user
community.

We needed a wellbeing program that fits different people and where
they are at with their own wellness, and Grokker helps employees define
for themselves what they want to focus on and when they want to
engage.
AMY GONNELLA
MEMBER ENGAGEMENT AND WELLNESS MANAGER, SCHOOLS INSURANCE GROUP
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ABOUT MOVESPRING

MoveSpring launched their

User engagement is significantly higher on MoveSpring in comparison
to past platforms. I think most of this stems from the ease of
onboarding and sense of inclusion.
SHARP HEALTHCARE

consumer step challenge app,
Stridekick. Since then, they’ve
become a thought leader in health
activation and engagement. They
partner with organizations across
the globe to create easy-to-use
wellness solutions that both
admins and users love. With their

This challenge is a great thing for our company. When we have lunch-n-learns, it will
be at one office location and most people can't physically be there. You're not present
with everyone. With the Oregon Trail challenge, it’s our entire company.
ALLYCE BROWN
ADMIN, STEWART

latest enterprise platform,
MoveSpring, it's easier than ever to
make fitness fun for everyone.

The MoveSpring step challenge has been the biggest success in our
wellness program.
RAMEY KEMP & ASSOCIATES

The app was amazing, it was simple for everyone to join and log their steps. I think
my favorite part about it is that it uses so many different fitness trackers. Not a lot of
these types of apps do that. It doesn’t corner people into just using Fitbit or Garmin,
you are able to do a challenge even if you don’t have a fitness tracker.
GOOGLE
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ABOUT SONIC BOOM WELLNESS

Sonic Boom Wellness provides

Sonic Boom Wellness is brilliant. Their team and product is top of the line in every way – they are
light-speed responsive, they anticipate our needs before we even know them, they are insanely professional
and employ a team of smart-creatives and, their product is so customizable it’s truly unparalleled (while
also being grounded in best practices/science). Senior Resource Group couldn’t be happier with our
partnership with Sonic Boom and we know our 4,500 employees would agree!
SARAH MATYKO
CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF LIFE ENRICHMENT, SENIOR RESOURCE GROUP

customizable and comprehensive
employee-wellness programming
(SaaS), centered around activities
that improve members' daily
health habits. We create wellness
programs people love and WANT
to take part in – regardless of
incentives. We also provide

Sonic Boom Rocks. It’s a great program that’s fun, easy to use, and keeps us all motivated and thinking of our health on a
daily basis. And the staff at Sonic Boom is outstanding! We have the best account manager we could’ve hoped for – with
quick responses, a constant smile in her voice, and heavy attention to detail across all of our needs (program design,
marketing, calendar modifications, research, incentive consultation, contest best-practices you name it). And probably
most importantly, they make my team look good in front of the rest of the City! We’re long-time Boomers, and we look
forward to building even more momentum in the coming years.
BARBARA DAVIS
CITY OF WHEAT RIDGE

top-notch client and member
support with consultative account
management and custom
communication tools.

Our company has had a lot of fun with the Sonic Boom contests, and they have created some
very competitive people. The real positive is that in all of our divisions we have seen people
transform from sedentary lifestyles to very active ones. We have some great real life health
transformation stories as a result of Sonic Boom.
JANET W.
SUPER STORE INDUSTRIES

The Sonic Boom team has taken our ideas for a holistic wellness program and created a comprehensive and engaging
experience. Not only has employee-wellness participation increased compared to our previous vendor, but I also receive
frequent positive feedback about the program. The Challenge-of-the-Day is particularly popular. The Sonic Boom team is
consistently accommodating and responsive when it comes to everything – from creating communications materials, to
reporting, to brainstorming ways to engage participants in their wellness, and most importantly, providing Sonic Support.
ANNE REMINGTON
WASHINGTON AND LEE UNIVERSITY
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ABOUT SPROUT

The Sprout implementation team really took their time to understand our
employee population and customized the platform to best suit our needs.
Employees can use Sprout to track their activities on their mobile app, which
has driven engagement with our wellness program significantly.
PORT BLAKELY

Sprout is a health engagement
platform that inspires employees
to get fit and empowers employers
to manage and quantify their
corporate wellness. Sprout is
simple to use, visually engaging
and employs social networking and
gaming techniques to keep
employees invested in improving

We’ve been working with Sprout for almost two years now and have found their customer
service to be excellent. The day to day activity tracking, smart goals and challenges have helped
our employees achieve their personal health and wellness goals and have helped create a
culture of wellbeing and safety.
THOMAS PROIETTI
CO-LEAD HEALTH & WELLNESS, BC FERRIES

their health. Sprout makes
business healthier and more
productive while boosting the
bottom line.

Sprout’s dedication to developing a personalized wellbeing plan, buoyed by their white glove
service, has enabled our company to continually grow and bloom into a healthy, happy and
successful organization. Not only is the tangible ROI there, the change in culture we've
experienced at Sleep Therapeutics is worth every penny we've spent on Sprout.
CARLOS DANTAS 
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, SLEEP THERAPEUTICS

Sprout is uniquely positioned to support employees to be actively
engaged in the improvement of their own health, while directly
contributing to employers' efforts to control health-related costs.
ALAIN CHAMPAGNE
FORMER PRESIDENT AND CEO, MCKESSON
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